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Copsey
Hello.  Tonight we're bringing you one of our occasional programmes about audiobooks and I've been doing some extra-audio reading in preparation.  I know it's a tough job but somebody's got to do it! 

Now there's good and bad news about audiobooks.  The bad news is that fewer than 7% of printed books ever get put into audio.  The good news though is that percentage is increasing.  Aside from the excellent services for all of us visually impaired readers provided by the RNIB talking book library and the Calibre audio library there are more and more commercially available titles that you can either borrow from your local library or buy or download from the internet for a fraction of the shop price too.  Joining me tonight are two fellow bookworms - Sue Arnold, audiobook reviewer for the Guardian, and writer Redmond Szell, whose first book Blind Trust came out last year and will shortly be available in the talking book library. And for the record - my first three books are there too.

We've each brought along something we'd recommend as a comfort read, to keep us warm on cold winter evenings or to entertain us on long tedious journeys.  So let's begin by asking what makes a good comfort read - Sue Arnold first.

Arnold
Something that is vaguely familiar, so I'm not on completely weird territory, and this one that I've chosen about the Outer Hebrides, I went to St Kilda in April to escape the Royal Wedding and I recognised the scenery and the descriptions are amazing, so that was comforting.  And then the story on top was a brilliant one.

Copsey
Good.  Red, what makes a comfort read for you?

Szell
Well on cold winter's evenings I like a tightly knit detective novel, so I tend to go for Green Penguins which I either know or have been recommended...

Copsey
Green Penguins - they sound to some people just like a form of chocolate biscuit, can you elaborate?

Szell
No crime - classic crime thrillers - Margery Alllingham, Ngaio Marsh - so something that is known  to me, although maybe not that well known to me.

Copsey
I think I'm more with Sue on this one.  My idea is to read an author that I've been wanting to read for a while, a book that I think I'll like and sometimes I check with my friends and say do you think I'll like this and sit down and enjoy a journey into something new.  Sue, now you've brought to the party The Blackhouse by Scottish author Peter May.  If Peter White was here he'd insist that I make it clear that this is not Peter May the famous cricketer and I should mention that Blackhouse here is spelt as a single word because there are other works called The Black House.  So Sue tell us about it.

Arnold
It's extraordinary, it's by a Scotsman who - I think he started off Scottish Young Reporter of the Year and then he did lots of television stuff and this is very visual, he obviously writes with films in mind.  It's set in the Outer Hebrides on the island of Lewis and it's about a boy who grew up in Lewis and then left the island, went to university and is a policeman in Glasgow and goes back to the island - he hasn't been back since childhood.  And it's a very complicated plot and I wonder if people have read it abridged if you would really understand it because there's so many threads and bits and pieces, it's very cleverly done.  And it has the best denouement - it has the best explanation at the very, very end and it's literally a cliff-hanger because it happens on a rock, a bit like St Kilda only more so, an uninhabited rock where once a year - it's a tradition which has been going on since the Vikings and still adheres in fact - where 12 men go off and spend 10 days on this barren rock and they're culling gugas, which are young gannets, and they used to do this when St Kilda was full of people and was prosperous but now they don't do it anymore but the way he connects the two - the ancient and the modern - and Fin, the policeman, remembers his childhood and as you get into it it cuts from Fin as a boy, which is told in the first person, Fin as a policeman is told in the third person, and you uncover more and more unbelievably ghastly and depressing things.  And it's just wonderful, I thoroughly recommend it.  First of all you just listen to the descriptions of the landscape.

Clip from The Blackhouse
The Barvas Road wound up out of Stornoway leaving behind spectacular views towards Col and Loch Atua [phon.] and Point.  Sunlight coruscating across the bay, torn clouds chasing their own shadows over the deep blue water.  Ahead lay 12 miles of bleak moorland as the road straightened out and took them northwest towards the tiny settlement of Barvas on the west coast.  It was a brooding landscape that in a moment of sunlight could be unexpectedly transformed.  Fin knew the road well in all seasons and had never ceased to marvel at how the interminable acres of featureless peak bog could change by the month, the day or even the minute.  The dead straw colour of winter, the carpets of tiny white spring flowers, the dazzling purples of summer.  To the right the sky had blackened and rain was falling somewhere in the hinterland.  To the left the sky was almost clear, summer sunlight falling across the land and they could see in the distance the pale outline of the mountains of Harris.  Fin had forgotten how big the sky was here.

Isn't that marvellous?  You can just see every little detail and the way the landscape - the weather in Scotland is so extraordinary, it changes, changes, changes and that absolutely reflects the story which is changing and moving and it's just brilliantly done.

Copsey
It is.  I've never been to Lewis but I felt as if I had and it's very atmospheric.  I did feel - perhaps there was a little bit too much of Fin as a boy and it got in the way of the mystery a bit but I don't know, Red what did you think of it?

Szell
I must say I came away from this feeling rather battered by the unrelenting description of brooding landscape and harsh climate and the highlanders seeming ability to survive everything, no matter how awful this is thrown at him.  And I do like a good bit of description, I just felt that this became rather stodgy with the constant description of everything around him.  Obviously that's a taste thing.  I also felt that there was a little bit too much weeping by the shallow grave of Fin's childhood, there were a lot of sentences like "Our childish hopes are washed away like tears in the rain" - did get a little bit wearing towards the end.  I hate to say it - I think is actually rather a good candidate for abridging because if we sight read we tend to abridge ourselves by skimming through the long descriptive passages and if we're listening to things on audio we have to sit there and drum our fingers until the next piece of plot comes along.

Arnold
But Red all I can say is you didn't clearly relate to Fin because if you related to him, if you loved him as I loved him and felt for him I couldn't get enough of him.  And I think the way Steven Worsley reads it is so sympathetic.

Szell
I must say I didn't relate to any of the characters in the book.  The person I felt most sorry for was the wife he'd walked out on back in Edinburgh.  I felt it was a dreak and dour read.

Arnold
Yes but why because his childhood was so awful and had left him with such scars, that's why you need all that bit about the childhood because it actually is important - why is Fin this way because of the murky things that happened as a child.

Copsey
I do agree with you about the denouement - it's fantastic - and there are a few loose ends left, for instance his wife, that he left in Edinburgh, that's not really resolved, this is the first of a trilogy I think.

Arnold
Yes and the second one - The Lewis Man - is out and my son's read it and he says it's marvellous, it's not on audio yet and then there's a third one to come.

Szell
I did feel it was rather Rebus meets Wallander with the huge landscapes around.  

Copsey
Interesting Red that you mention you thought this might bear abridging.  Sue, do you always go for unabridged books, do you have a view because there's definitely two camps aren't there - people who like to read abridged books because they're quicker and they're cheaper and people who prefer the whole thing?

Arnold
If I possibly can I do because I mean - just give an example - Jane Eyre unabridged 27 hours, Jane Eyre abridged I got two CDs the other day, so two hours, two hours, 27 hours - how much have they chopped out?  It's not the real book.  I like those classic words - slightly abridged, slightly pregnant -- that kind of thing.  And I just think you should read what the author wrote.  Okay Proust - can you - probably a little bit of slightly abridgement there but on the whole you should read the whole thing I think - purist, I'm a purist.

Copsey
Red, do you go for abridgement - I notice that the book that you've brought this time is abridged isn't it?

Szell
It is because I couldn't find an unabridged version.  But...

Arnold
There isn't one.

Szell
Not anymore, it's only on tape unfortunately.  But as somebody who's only come recently and very reluctantly to audiobooks I did think that I would only want to read the unabridged version otherwise I would feel robbed.  But I think certainly with a Bronte book or a Raymond Chandler I would go for that.  I do think that an awful lot of today's crime fiction can be rather verbose and possibly isn't being edited properly at source, so a good abridger is maybe a necessary evil for - well certainly books like the Stig Larsen trilogy which I tried wading through the first of visually and found the subsequent two a damn sight more enjoyable for having been cut down to four and a half hours.

Copsey
Well the book that you brought to the feast is not a book of today is it, it's from the golden age of British crime, so-called - tell us about it.

Szell
It is indeed.  It's Margery Allingham's Death of a Ghost which was first published in 1934.  In an attempt to claim his posterity artist John Lafcadio has stipulated in his will that each year one of a dozen as yet unseen works should be displayed on the anniversary of his death.  This is slightly to claim is posterity and slightly to wind up a younger rival who in the event dies early anyway.  At the latest of these a young artist who is linked to Lafcadio's daughter is murdered and it's left to Allingham's amateur sleuth Albert Campion to peer into the murky and viperous world of the Lafcadio set.  I think it has an intrigue and an observation that are as sharp and witty as anything today and I think any crime writer today would kill for the writing abilities of Margery Allingham.

Clip from Death of a Ghost
Very few people can say that they have actually attended a murder.  The assassination of another by any person of reasonable caution must tend to be a private affair.  In the view of the extreme rarity of the experience therefore it seems a pity that Brigadier General Sir Walter Fyvie, a brilliant raconteur who would have genuinely appreciated so odd a distinction, should have left the reception at Little Venice at 20 minutes past six, thus missing the murder which took place there by a little under seven minutes.

Copsey
That's lovely isn't it - is that the opening?

Szell
It is.  And I think that Philip Franks, who reads it, really catches the slightly insouciant air that Marjorie Allingham and...

Arnold
It's a period voice isn't it...

Szell
It is.

Arnold
I think he's got it beautifully and I think he's got - I love every time he mentions Albert Campion you have the sort of slightly baffled looking daft face, which is absolutely isn't him at all, he's cute as anything - Albert Campion...

Szell
Absolutely.

Arnold
... but it's good.  I think it suffers from being abridged.  I really didn't get the story, I didn't know enough about those characters, I wanted to know about them and I didn't really believe half of them because you didn't get in there enough.

Copsey
Some of them are really eccentric aren't they, I mean the art set that she describes probably were very eccentric but the reading is beautiful, I mean he does different voices and different accents for all the different characters - the dreadful Max somebody or other, I mean that's absolutely wonderful...

Arnold
It's a lovely package, I think that whole Margery Allingham package - they come in three CDs, all of them, in a lovely little box with wallets and they have that - I think it's Colin O'Shaughnessy has that jazz, the signature tune, and I liked it so much I actually googled it because I thought I would play it as I went round the house but obviously it's just a signature tune, there's only two bars of it.

Szell
It's a shame you want more don't you?

Arnold
The whole - I think - is it Hachette - it's a wonderful package, I admire them for marketing that.

Copsey
Yes I enjoyed this I must say and I think perhaps I would have liked it to be not abridged but - because it wouldn't be all that long anyway, the Allingham books were not enormously long.  But anyway so far we've got two books that we on the whole like, let's see if the same applies to mine.  Mine is The One From the Other by Philip Kerr.  It's a thriller set in West Germany in 1949.  The immediate aftermath of World War II is a fascinating period - Germany was devastated and occupied by allied troops and the Cold War was at its iciest, a time of poverty, violence, black markets and everything in this story is viewed from a German standpoint through the eyes of private detective Bernie Gunter.  The book's slightly odd title, by the way, comes from a prayer quoted at the very start of it asking for the courage to change what needs changing, the grace to accept with serenity what can't be changed and - here it comes - the wisdom to distinguish the one from the other.  And distinguishing the good guys from the bad is hard because so many people have something to hide.  Gunter's a patriotic German but was never a Nazi and he struggles to remain honourable in a world of compromises and threats.  He's helped by his fearless irreverence for the rich and the powerful.  Here he is, for instance, visiting a prospective client, a formidable aristocrat, in his baronial hall.

Clip from The One From the Other
The house was a five minute drive west of the station.  A brass plate on one of the gateposts said it was a villa but probably only because they were a little shy about using a word like palace.  It took me a whole minute to climb the steps to the front door where a fellow dressed to go cheek to cheek with Ginger Rogers was waiting to act as my scout across the marble plains that lay ahead.  He stayed with me as far as the library then wheeled around and set off for home again before it started to get dark.  In the library was a small man who turned out to be quite tall by the time I got near enough to hear him shouting an offer of Schnapps at me.  "The old parish church in our town," he said in a voice with about a half ton of gravel heaped on top of his larynx, "has a late Rococo high altar by an Ignats Gunter, would he be a relation of yours?"  "Oh Ignats was the black sheep of the family Herr Baron,"  I said brightly, "we never talk about him in polite society."

An attractive woman asked Gunter to trace her missing husband - a Nazi wanted for war crimes - she doesn't want him back or even caught, she's hoping he's dead so she can remarry.  A simple enough assignment?  But of course it isn't which is what makes this a first rate historical crime novel and I loved it.  What did everybody else think?  Sue.

Arnold
Do you know I couldn't recognise that as the same book I've read and do you know why?  Different reader and my reader was a million times better than yours.  I had Geoff Harding, who's American, and sharp and Philip Marlow-ish and do you know Bernie Gunter has been called the German Philip Marlow because he's full of wisecracks and Andrew Sachs is lovely but he's sort of - he's too nice, he's not sharp enough, some of that repartee, you know, this woman that comes, she was tall but she didn't need to be tall, she was all hat and hair and hauteur...

Copsey
Well do you know I loved that, it was very laid back, it was like John Le Carre - the dialogue spoke for itself almost.  Red.

Szell
I loved the world weariness in Sachs' voice actually...

Copsey
So did I.

Szell
Gunter describes himself rather like the bombed buildings of Munich - burnt out and hollow - and I thought Andrew Sachs reflected that in his voice perfectly.  I like...

Arnold
He didn't sound tough though did he - this guy's tough?

Szell
I don't think Gunter is that tough, I think Gunter is very wily and I think he's a survivor but...

Arnold
Listen he'd have to be tough, he fought on the Eastern front, he was in a Nazi...

Copsey
And the very sort of laid back way he describes his injuries when he's thoroughly beaten up at one point, you know, I loved that, I didn't want it dramatised.

Arnold
But that apart it's the most brilliant story, it is fascinating, it's so Byzantium - the plot is just backwards and forwards and...

Szell
Frederick Forsyth would be proud wouldn't he, it's a super plot.

Arnold
I think he's streets ahead of most - this is not an ordinary detective book, it's really high literary standard and I think it's brilliant.

Szell
I only have one criticism and I don't know if - well you obviously wouldn't have found this Sue - but the abridging between the pre-war and the post-war is so abrupt that it actually had me running off to my MP3 player to see if I'd skipped a section, it did feel like we'd gone into a completely different book and I would assume that since the unabridged version is 12 hours it did lose rather a lot, I think it's a good case for an eight hour abridgement rather than the four hour.

Copsey
I wish we didn't have to abridge this discussion but I'm afraid the clock's beaten us and that's all we've time for this week.

You can get more information about the books that we've been reading and discussing by phone from our action line 0800 044 044 or from the In Touch website, bbc.co.uk/intouch and remember you can hear the whole programme again using the BBC iPlayer or download it free as a podcast.

Peter White will be back in this chair next week.  For now my thanks to Sue Arnold and Red Szell and from me, Jane Copsey and the producer, Cheryl Gabriel, goodbye and happy reading.


